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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Student
threatens
Bursars
office

September 13,2007
Volume 102, Issue 19
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Speakers warn
about the dangers
of sexual assault
An informative speech
about rape and other
unwanted sexual
advances took place last
night | Page J

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

Borrowed money
is expensive
money
Private loan borrowing
ILLUSTRATION BY IARA MCOINNIS

acounts for 20 percent

'••! B6 NEWS

of all education
borrowing, according to

Computer
courtesy

a report | Page $

Political power
shift in Japan
Prime minister Shinzo
Abe surprised members
of his own party and
cabinet by resigning
after only a year in
office | Page 6

Social networking sites can
get you kicked out of labs

Show some
entertainment
appreciation
Columnist Grant
Pardee asks. "Isn't 'sobad-its-good'just bad

By Kelly Mate

now7" | Page 4

Reporter
Students wait in long lines at computer labs
while others are busy updating profiles or
new applications on Facebook or Myspace,
People are complaining, but nobody is
talking.
Senior Sean Mika believes there is a serious problem with people not using the
computers for academic needs.
"It is incredibly annoying to walk to
a crowded computer lab, with no visible
computers available, only to find several
students updating the top friends feature
on Facebook," Mika said.
Many students do not know the simple
way to remedy the problems of computer
misuse in labs is to tell the lab consultant
present.
Information Technology Services poli-

Industry of
hired soldiers
Eisenhower warned
against mercenaries,
should the U.S. have
listened71 Page 4

Men's rugby team
remains
undefeated
On the way to 9-0,
the Falcons defeat the
Buckeyes on home turf

cies state, playing games are not permitted while using any ITS computer system
or modem. Games in this context may be
defined as any computer software whose
use is primarily for entertainment.
Not only are playing games considered
entertainment use, but if students are seen
on social networking Web sites such as
Facebook and Myspace, the lab consultant
has the power and authority to remove
the student from the lab should someone
complain.
Keeping these thoughts in mind, lab consultants such as Shane Lewis and Brittany
lope/ hope students know they can come
to them If they have a problem with misuse
of computers.
"These labs are reserved for academicwork only." Lewis said. "If we see a student
„ LABSi

|Page 7
Ladies' golf team
finishes in top 10
in Indianapolis
The women's golf team
played well holding an
impressive combined

By Tannan GUatta
Reporter

score of 3181 Page 7

I How often do you use
,

Facebook or MySpace
in on-campus computer

labs?

ADAMLANDRY.
Senior,
Music Education

I

I've already done it
three times today."
| Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 75, Low: 54

I

TOMORROW
P.M. Showers
High 75. Low: 45

b

Literature lectures at
Prout Chapel
Students will have the rare
opportunity to meet and talk
with nationally recognized
authors and strengthen their
understanding of literature.
Tonight is the first reading for
the College of Arts and Science's
Visiting Writers Series of the
school year.
Throughout the year the
Creative Writing Program hosts
authors and poets to meet with
students and to read aloud their
work. This allows students to
have conversations about literature and writing with respected
authors.
The Visiting Writers Series
exposes students to authors
they may not have otherwise
known about, said Wendell
Mayo, an English professor at
the University. The authors
are successful but not all have
grabbed national attention
Mayo said.
Mayo works with other members of the English department
to attract authors who can benefit the students.
To ensure that his students
know the work of upcoming
guest, Mayo said he tires to
incorporate their literature into
the curriculum. Meeting the
authors can help students put
a face or an image on the writer
and book, he said.
Students and community
members outside ofthe English
department can benefit from
the scries as well.
"It's good for the University's
artistic culture and it's a way the
University can be connected to
writers and the community,"
Mayo said.

Visiting Writers Series

92

Campus police released further
information yesterday about the
man arrested for threatening
University staff in the administration building on Tuesday
morning.
Michael C. Morn, 34. of
Whitehouse, Ohio, was charged
with menacing and inducing
panic.
According to police reports,
1 lorn argued with several employees and said I hal he wanted lo, "gel
a gun and kill all I lie liursai Office
employees."
At 8:56 a.m. police received a call
about an agitated student, possibly
with a gun. arguing with emplo)
ees in the Financial Aid Office. B)
the time officers arrived, the student, Horn, had gone down to the
Bursars Office on the first floor and
was arguing with three employees
about his financial situation.
Police handcuffed Horn and
searched him and his backpack.
They did not find any weapons.
According to police reports, as he
was being searched. Horn kepi
saying thai he regretted threatening the employees.
Horn was taken to the Wood
County lustice Center and was
released on $1,250 bond. He has
been banned from campus, but
was granted permission by a
Bowling Green Municipal Court
judge to return to the University
late Tuesday to retrieve his car.
Horn is scheduled in appear in
court on Oct. 10.
On
TUesday
afternoon,
University police Chief |im
Wiegand sent an e-mail regard
ing the incident to all University
students. This was done to end
circulating rumors about the incident that were fueled by the coincidence that it occurred on the
anniversaryoftheSept. II attacks,
said University media relations
director Teri Sharp.

Enhancing campus through
artistic expression

When750pn
Where Prom Chapel
Cose free

Schedule
■ Tonight Ron Carlson, author of'Five
Skies" and "A Kind ol Flying"
■ September 27 Gary Gtldner. poet
and author of several books including
"Somewhere the Geese are Flying: New
and Selected Stories" and "Blue like
the Heavens"
■ October 18 Judith Mitchell, author of
novels and short stories including "The
Last Day of the War" and "Barnstorm
Contemporary Wisconsin Stories"

Amanda Fruth, junior, had
never heard of the Visiting
Writers Series before recently
but now may attend a reading.
"It's kind of a rare opportunity, that you get to hear an author
read their own work and then
have the chance to talk to them
about it," she said.
Tonight's author is Ron
Carlson. Carlson has written
several award winning fiction novels and short stories.
According to Carlson's Web site
his stories have appeared in;
"Esquire", "Harper's" and "The
New Yorker" among others.
He is currently a professor and
director of the Masters of Fine
Arts in Fiction Program at the
University of California.
Other the authors and poets
scheduled to attend the Visiting
Writers Series this semester are
poet Gary Gildner and author
I ml II h Mitchell.
The series is sponsored by the
College of Arts and Sciences, the
Mid-American Review and the
Creative Writing Program.

J0RD»N FlOWER
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CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY COMBINED: Art students created a sculptural wall with a design concept that included aspects of
the community and the University. The wall stands at the coiner of Poe Road and North College Drive
By Samantha Johnston*
Reporter

In the Fall of 2005, three students took an art class and did
more than just earn a college
credit.
lason Karas, a senior, Megan
Small, a University alumna and
Steve Williams, a University
alumnus designed "The People:
a Portrait of the Community,"
the sculptural wall on the corner of Poe Road and North
College Drive, while taking the
class.
AfterthePublicArt Committee
expressed interest in enhancing
the campus through artwork,
the class was created to hold an
internal competition to design

an entrance into the campus
and the city.
Williams said his group
wanted to design a concept that
would include the community.
"We wanted to get a diverse
sample of different people
throughout the community,
different professions, people in
the street, what you would see
in the every day slice of Bowling
Green," he said.
The side of the wall facing
North College Drive is dedicated to the University and the
other side is dedicated to the
city.
Greg Mueller, the instructor
of the class, said the students
wanted to create a wall where
the University and the community meet filled with portraits of

unique people from both communities.
"In this case, the community
is the starring context. "Katerina
Ray. the director of the school of
arts, said.
Linda Dobb, the executive
president of the University, is
pictured playing golf on the
wall. Since golf is an important
recreation in the city, she said
it was important the wall portrayed that.
"It's so funny how many people say. T know who you are.
you're on the mural,'" she said.
The wall also includes portraits of professors. University
athletic players, the mayor,
See ART j Page 2
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OLD FORT, Ohio
U.S. Rep. Paul Gillmor was buried
Wednesday in the town where
he grew up Friends and family
attended a private memorial service
in nearby Tiffin before the burial.
Gillmor. 68. died in an apparent
fall down stairs at his apartment
r>ear Washington on Sept. 5. The

POLICE
BLOTTER
TUESDAY
S:5*p.m.
A Napoleon Road resident
reported possible Internet fraud.
She said a man named Nathaniel,
whom she met online, has been
sending her packages and asking
her to send them out of the country. She is concerned there may be
illegal activity taking place.

Republican had represented most
of northwest Ohio in Congress for
nearly 20 years and also served
in the Ohio Senate from 196789. During a public service at the
Statehouse on Tuesday, politicians
remembered Gillmor as an effective
lawmaker who was always willing to
help Gov. Ted Strickland must call
a special election to replace Gillmor
No date has yet been set

JORDAN FLOWER
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COMPUTER ETIQUETTE: lumen Brandon Co* made good use o'the union compuiw lab yesterday The lab is often packed with people doing homework or surfing through pages of
■ " ■■" is on Facobook or Myspace Misuse of the ITS compute* labs is not tolerated. Students will be asked to leave if someone is waiting in line for academic purposes.

"If you are playing on

LABS

Facebook and see some-

From Page 1
playing games or if there is a
line and someone is misusing
the computers, we will ask them
in leave."
Brittany Lopez, a lab consultant ih,ii works in the Onion as
well as iii Hayes (125. believes
thai students should feel comfortable enough t" ask a consultant lo have someone removed
from the lab.
"If they can come up to us to
tell us the printer is broken, they
should fee) comfortable enough
in come talk to us and tell us
when someone is not using the
computer the right way." Lope/
said.

ART
From Page 1
a firefighter, tractors and The
Black Swamp.
"I lie middle is accurate in
the sense that they went to the

Historical Society and studied
plains and animals native to the
Black Swamp, Mueller said.
Besides designing the piece.
Ifav said the students had to find

one needs a computer,
get out of the way.
• lent
liven though these policies
have been in place since 1998,
Students such as Keri Shryock,
senior, feel as though this particular policy has not been effectively communicated.
"No one knows the policy and
no one uses it," Shryock said,
Shryock believes there should
be signs posted telling students
that academic work comes
before leisure Web sites, and also

external funds to support their
idea.
"We were told undergraduates
couldn't complete a project like
this and they were wrong," Kay
said.
According to Dohb, the project attracted grants from alumni
associations. Defiance Metals,
private donors and the National
Tractor Association.
A lot of money was donated
through the group's "lend a

to be respectful of people needing to use to computers for academically affiliated work.
I £wb believes students feel the
topic of someone on Iacebook
in the computer is not important, and the lab consultants do
not have the authority to help
the situation.
"We hope that if we seem
friendly enough they will come
talk to us," l.ewis said. "Usually, I
hear people whispering the fact
they are mad, and then I go and
find out if everything is okay"
Other problems seen in public computer labs are the use of
priority station computers, or
computers that have scanners

attached.
Ial» consultants will move students who are not using the scan-

Hand" campaign, which sold
Sitfi hand imprints that outline
the bottom of the mural.
"Anyone who literally lended
a hand, got their hand underneath," Mueller said.
Williams said the behindt he-scene work involved in their
design was more than they had

imagined
"The way we managed to get
the project together was amazing," Dobb said. "You've really

ners on the priority station computers, an action Lopez believes
should show sntdents that consultants are there to help.
Consultants in computer labs
emphasize using less crowded
labs for leisure time.
"I Iayesisncverfull," Lopezsaid.
"If there is a line and if someone
wants to Iacebook or Myspace.
they can go there or another
less crowded computer lab."
Overall, lab consultants and
other students who are frustrated with misuse of computers
stress the concept of common
courtesy.
"People could
be more
respectful," Mika said. "If you
are playing on Facebook and sec
someone needs the computer,
get out of the way."

got to applaud their stick-to-itness."
The community lias given the
group a very positive response to
the wall. Mueller believes it is a
real sign of civic pride.
"It enhances the spirit of the
community just to have public
art that really connects with
specific individuals," he said.
"Hopefully it opens the door to
more public art for the city and
the University."

The Student Loan Corporation

Woman tries
to pay ticket
in stolen car
MANNING, S.C. (AP) — A
woman who went lo court
to pay a traffic ticket drove
there in a stolen car and
ended up behind bars,
authorities said.
Clarendon County sheriffs
deputies received a tip that
Amber Itenee Helton was
going to be in a stolen car
when she paid the ticket,
Chief Deputy loe Bradham
said.
They arrested her as she
opened the door of the 2001
Dodge Intrepid on Tuesday
morning, authorities said.
Helton, 21, and her passenger, 35-year-old Terry
Lynn Alvery. were charged
with possessing a stolen
vehicle, Bradham said.
Helton was being held at
the Clarendon jail yesterday
in lieu of $5,000 bail. It was
unclear whether she had
an attorney, and a message
left at the public defender's
office was not immediately
returned.
The vehicle had been
reported stolen Aug. 28 in
Tennessee, authorities said.

WEDNESDAY
12:40 a.m.
Robby R. Riffle. 34. of Custar.
Ohio, was cited for possession
of drug paraphernalia. Police
found a marijuana pipe on Riffle
while he was riding passenger in
a car pulled over at the corner of
Clough Street and Campbell Hill
Road.

2:04 a.m.
Cory S. James. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for public urination on North Summit Street.

2:49 a.m.
A man taken to the Wood
County Hospital emergency
room claims that he was assaulted
outside Uptown. The victim does
not remember what happened,
but said a friend told him he was
punched by an unknown person.

4:16 a.m.
Andrew S Emmert. 35. of
Northwood. Ohio, was arrested
and taken to the Wood County
Justice Center for inducing panic.
' was involved in an argument at an East Vvboster Street
tut and claimed he had a
weapon. Police found no weapon
on him.

The next time you
walk by the University
Seal keep this in mind,
if you stand on the
seal at midnight and
kiss your sweetheart,
you will soon be
married.

ist JAnnuaC Tre-Law 'Week

citibank

September i7th-2istt 2007
Monday
September 17th:

Panel Discussion: President Bush
And The Constitution
7:30 pm. 201 Sky-Bank Room BowetvThompson Student Union
Join History and Political Science faculty for a spirited discussion
of President George W. Bush's impact on the Constitution.

Tuesday
September i8tfv

Panel Discussion: What Else Can I Do
With A Law Degree*
2:00 pm. 207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
BGSU alumni in a number of fields will discuss what other
professional options are available to law school
graduates beyond the practice of law.
Panel Discussion: So You Want To Be A Lawyer?
4:00 pm. 207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
This panel will feature BGSU alumni practicing In numerous fields
of law discussing the challenges and rewards of the profession,
as well as their own experiences as lawyers. An informal reception
with the panelists will follow.

The best things in life
are fee free.

Wednesday
September igthx

Minority Perspectives: An Informational Session
For Minority Students Considering Law School.
3:00 pm, 222 Administration Building
Panel Discussion: What Can I Expect In Law School
And As A Young Professional!
7:30 pm, 101 Olscamp
Recent BGSU alumni currently practicing law or
attending law school will discuss their experiences as students and
young professionals. An informal reception with
the panelists will follow.

.i.«v
Get your Citibank CitiAssist* Private Loan with ZERO FEES.
100% of the money you borrow goes towards your education. CitiAssist
Loans are an excellent way to fill the gap when you need money for school
Choose Citibank and save with the CitiAssist Loan, which includes:'
No payments while you're in school.
0.75% in interest rate reductions available.
Take advantage of competitive interest rates based on credit rating and
presence of a co-signer.
No pre-payment penalties and take up to 20 years to repay your loan.
Funds are available whether you are enrolled full-time, half-time, or even less.
Receive a credit response in 3 minutes or less when you apply online
at studentloan.com.

We're here to give you what you need, and more than you expect.
Visit studentloan.com or call 1-800-967-2400.
-For CitiAssist Leant, the interest rate charged is based on the aopkcanls' crecM scores Interest rate reductions ol up to 075% include a 0.5OH Interest
'ate reduction when the llrst 48 consecutive monthly payments are posted to your account by the due date and a 0.25% interest rate reduction when •
borrower enrolls m the EZ Pay Program, an automatic payment program, and agrees to only receive electronic statements Co signers may be released
from a wan ,f the borrower has made the llrst 48 consecutive monthly payments by the due date, is creditworthy and is a US. citl/en or permanent
■es'dent at the time the release is reguested To retain the borrower benefits, you must make and have your payments posted to your account no later
than the scheduled due date. Any payment posted atter the due date will result ,n the termination of such benefit Interest rale reductions and other
oenelits tc-'minate upon loan delinquency or default Additional documentation and data verification may be requested lor final loan approval We reserve
the right to modify or discontinue benelit programs at any time without notice Any termination or modification of the program will not atleel the terms
ol loans previously made. Borrowers may apply online at any time The three minute credit response Is lor applications submitted Monday to Friday
Irom 7:00 am to 11:00 pm. £ T. Additional documentation and data verification may he required for final loan approval. yVe reserve the right to modify
Of discontinue benefit programs at any Mm without notice Any termination or modification of the program w* not affect the terms of loans previously made.
Specific terms and conditions apply, visit aMeMlaarueat or can us al 19001M7-2400
The student Loan Corporation is a subsidiary ol CitiOank, N A ©2007 Citibank. h.A. Citibank and Citibank with Arc Design are
registered service marks of Citigroup Inc.

Thursday
September 20th:

Meet With A Pre-Law Advisor
10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., 205 Administration Building

JAcCcCitixmaC 'Events:
Monday
September 24th:
Thursday
September 27th:

•••

u ••

Law Society Meeting
9:00 pm, 222 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Come and meet the officers of this exceptional student
organization for pre-law students

Visit To Tha University Of Toledo Law School
Interested students should contact Allison Graham at
(419) 372-20IS

Tre-Law ~Week is sponsored by the
College of Arts * Sciences.
the College of Business Administration,
and the Law Society

su
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Thursday, September 15.2007 5

HENNA TATTOOS: A DIFFERENT KIND OF DESIGN

Some mm uton (ton mnBogmedu

8-'0:30am.
Back to School Coffee
Union Ballroom

Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

10 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sigma Super Sale
228 Union

10 a.m. -9 pm
The Fall'n Luv Clothing
Sale
228 Union
ENOCH WU l THE BG NEWS

12 -1 p.m.
FSYSS - Commuter
Student Resource

ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS: LEFT Henna artist Jen Schaefe smiles at a design that has been drawn out by one ol her participants.
TOP Schaeffer draws a henna tattoo on the foot of Mallory Sanders a sophomore

316 Union

7-10pn
CRU Meeting
101 Olscamp

7:30-9 pjri
Fishing for the Perfect
Interview
1U Olscamp

7:30 p.m.
International Film Service:
"The Lives of Others"
Gish Film Theater

7:30 p.m
Visiting Writers Series: Ron
Carlson
Prout Chapel

7:30 - a 30 pm.
Warm UP BG
107 Hanna Hall

Student Nutrition
Association Meeting
FCS Conference Room

Did You Know.
50% of the United
States population
lives within a 500 mile
radius of Columbus.

Private loans cost students big
buds in the long run

Learning the facts about
sexual assault on campus

By Jennifer Burk
MCT

Speakers Thompson and Barnes define the problem and dispel myths
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter
I Jnivcrsity students learned how
common sexual assault really is
on university campuses.
In an event titled, "What is
Rape?" held in the Union last
night. Ashley Thompson and
Nikolette Barnes taught students the facts and statistics
about rape and other sexual
crimes on college campuses.
Thompson and Barnes are
members of the Sexual Assault
Information Network, a peer
education group dedicated to
educating students and raising
awareness about the topic of
sexual assault.
During the event, they helped
to dispel common myths surrounding the subject of sexual
assault, and inform students of
the facts on the topic.
Thompson told the crowd
that one in every four women

will be a victim of complete or
attempted rape during her college experience, which is more
common than many people
think.
Sexual assault was also clearly
defined during the presentation
as any unwanted sexual conduct or contact. Students discussed and learned the meaning of true consent.
Attendees were also able to
engage in role-play to learn how
to help victims of sexual assault,
and tile Ix'sl way to deal with
the problem.
The main purpose of the
event was to break down stereotypes and myths and to help
Students become more educated.
" This is an excellent program
because it allows students a free
space to discuss and ask questions about sexual assault — an
issue that is otherwise silenced
in our conimunitv." Barnes

said.
The students who attended
the event felt that it was helpful.
Kelly Rice, one of the students
in attendance, said that she
learned a lot from the program.
"1 thought that it was very
informative and that the presenters were very dedicated
and knowledgeable. I learned
a lot of things that I never knew
before."
Tony I lunter also felt that the
event was interesting and worth
his time.
"I would definitely recommend it to others, even guvs.
he said.
Students who wish
to
know more about sexual
assault, or who want to get
involved in the Sexual Assault
Information Network, can
attend their training session
on Sept. 23 from 12 to 6 p.m.
at the Wellness Connection in
the health center.

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

The number of students taking
out private loans for education is
growing rapidly, despite the fact
they often are more expensive in
the long run.
Borrowing through private
loan programs for higher education totaled SI7.3 billion in
2005-06, which, adjusted for
inflation, is an increase of more
than 900 percent since 1995-96,
according to a new report on
private loans by lacquelinc E.
King, director of the American
Council on Education Center for
Policy Analysis.
Private
loan
borrowing
accounts for 20 percent of all education borrowing, according to
the report.
"A lot of times (students and
patents) think it might be quicker to do a private loan, even
though it's more expensive," said
Suzanne Pittman. director of
financial aid and assistant vice
president for enrollment management at Georgia College &
State University.

To qualify' for a federal loan,
students must till out the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid, better known as the l-AI'SA.
The application takes about an
hour to fill out, and then the government and college have to process it, which could take weeks,
Pittman said.
"Some people think that process is too cumbersome and complicated," she said. "Sometimes
v on may have students or families
who wait until the last minute to
do anything about financial aid,
and they think they don't have
enough lime."
Acquiring a private loan is a
simpler application process,
although sometimes it may
require a credit check, she said.
Other possible reasons a student may choose a private loan
over a federal loan include comparable introductory rates, a lack
of comparative information and
misperceptions about who is eligible for a Federal loan, according to the American Council on
Education report. Several students who filled out the FAFSA for
federal loans, though, said they

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
I IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
'trip oiler only valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV

FORUM
'Lfc UN

"We were told undergraduates couldn't complete a project like this and they were wrong."
- Katerina Ray. School of Art director, on a new mural in the city created by students [see story, p. 1]

it bl Kbt I
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How often do you use Facebook or MySpace in on-campus computer labs? [see story, p. 1]

"Once or twice a day,

"Never, but if we

"I'm allergic to

depending on my

were talking about at

Facebook"

class schedule."

home..'

IAN NEMITZ.
Senior. Physics

LISA WALTER.
Senior. Computer Science

K
^5

"What's Facebook?"

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

L

KENDRAVOGEL.
Senior. Sport Management

CARL WIGGINS.
Senior. Musk Performance

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

4

The private military
run amok?

REPORT ON IRAQ.

M

"Eisenhower gave us
LEVIJOSEPH
WONDER
COTUMNIST

"hi the counsels ofgoivrnment,
we iniisl guard against the acquisition of'unwarranted influence,
u ■hellier sought or unsought. Iiy

the Military Industrial Complex."
— Dwight i). Eisenhower

Breaking fun from the
bonds of trying to be coo

flW!
H
V

GRANT
PARDEE

Irony has outstayed its ml
come,
It's a tricky word, though,
and I am only referring to one
specific definition or use of
irony: ill*' ironic appreciation
of things.
You've seen it, perhaps from
every hipster you know. They
grow a mustache, but only to
show thai mustaches are stupid. They have Hilly Ray Cyrus
on their iPod, but only to laugh
at him.
It's a negative trend in entertainment, and in appreciation
ofentei tainment. Atrend thai
can only serve to drag the culture down. Rather than champion a product or creative
endeavor thai we love, we're
instead holding up something

"In irony's place, I'm advocating a new
concept - a new form of appreciation."
that we hate and mocking it.
Consider, say, most ot \ Ill's
celebrity reality programming.
They have found this niche of
entertainment in which the
only reason to watch it is to
feel superior to the people on
the show.
There is no genuine concern
for Flavor l-Tav or Scott Baio;
they're only then to be ridiculed, in order to make you
think "I'm not as bad as those
train wrecks.''
Isn't it about time to discard
ironic" appreciation? Isn't "sobad-it's-good" just bad now?
Surely by now that barely
masked contempt of everyone
and everything must be wearing thin. It is to me. I'd rather
just say "so-good-it's-good"
and mean it.
In irony's place, I'm advo-

cating a new concept — a
new form of appreciation. It's
called the New Sincerity, and
it was created by lesse Thorn,
the host of the independent
radio pod-cast The Sound of
Young America' at maximumfun.org.
According to Thorn. "New
Sincerity is about being open
to fun — whether or not it
feels a little too big or a little
uncomfortable— not missing
out on experiences by hiding
behind the shield of'cool'.
There is room for coolness in
New Sincerity but it's not the
coolness that protects you
from experience, it embraces
experience."
What it is, then, is a new
way to approacli appreciation.
See GRANT | PageS

Lab closings were ill-timed
KEVIN HARTNAN I GUEST COLUMNIST

During the first two weeks of
school I think that most of the
Students who were returning
noticed something different
than usual: a lack of computers,
Across the campus there
were but a few labs open to
the students as it has been
the entire summer, and has
continued to be during this
school year. The first days were
a struggle for schedules and
book lists. This is because one
i if I he major labs on campus,
the library lab, had been closed
over the summer and has yet to
be reopened.
With another large com-

puter lab being dosed down in
1 laves I lall, and replaced with
a "Student Technology Center"
which is hardly what it claims
to be, because it contains no
technology for the students to
use, just the offices for ITS.
However, ITS is not completely heartless, they have
graciously left two major labs
open for students, that of the
Tech lab and the Union.
If you have never heard of
the Tech lab, consider yourself lucky, as it is completely
removed from the rest of the
campus, and the only dorm
near it is Offenhauer. As for the
Union, excluding during the
summer when it was reserved
for freshmen orientation, it is
always open for students, and

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

in a relatively good location.
After waiting in the half-hour
line to get in. then a student
has to walk through a maze of
computers whose screens are
blank and won't turn on. Then
there are the friendly signs
greeting you, like "Randomly
Shuts Down." Then the printers are almost constantly out of
paper, it is a miracle when the
color printer works, and finding headphones with foam on
them is another miracle.
So for anyone who is looking
to print out papers for class or
for a little online homework,
I wouldn't recommend the
Union. Now that there are
21,000 students attempting to
See KEVIN | Page 5

In I9lil, during his farewell
address to the nation, President
Eisenhower warned the general
public of the real dangers of
privatized military industry.
In an authoritative and dire
choice of words, he declared
that warmaking, as an industry, had the innate potential to
inflict disastrous ramifications
in many social, economical and
political aspects should it be
handled recklessly and greedily.
By directly addressing the \vi\
real possibility of corrupting

Influence to the government
from certain businesses and
interest groups, he hinted at the
future of war: profit-driven war
companies.
Eisenhower's speech is relevant to this very day. The very
thing be so boldly denounced
has been occurring extensively
since the advent of the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, in the
early stages of the aforementioned wars, the U.S. federal
government began purchasing
the services of select tor-profit
military companies. These
companies, known as private
military corporations (i'MCsl,
provide combat forces which
function as support, security
and assault groups to augment
the regular U.S. military.
These companies provide
a multitude of services to our
military, ranging from menial
tasks such as equipment and
cargo transport, to the deadly
rigors of front-line combat. Not
required to comply with the
strict regulations and red-tape
of the regular military, along
with being immune from trial
outside of their home countries,
workers and soldiers from these
PMCs and security companies
are much more flexible in both
function and appearance.
Here's an example: A U.S.
Army infantry soldier follows
the orders of his commanding
officer, and carries standardissue weaponry and equipment
while wearing his issued battle
dress uniform. A PMC soldier
could show up on the battlefield
wearing purple cargo pants,
basketball shoes, a custom
ballistic vest, and an illegally
modified assault rifle or light
machine gun, should he or she
so please. As previously mentioned, these mercenaries don't
have to follow all of the strict
military protocol.
1 lowever, are they truly "mercenaries?" In all actuality, professional soldiers working under
the jurisdiction of a private military corporation are not officially labeled as mercenaries. They
are known as "contractors"
because of their contract-bound
relationship as soldiers with the
regular military.

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR

Nick Harvey says there is still
much room for improvement in
American life expectency.
Chad Puterbaugh on new ways
to make America safer, six years
after Sept. 11.
Jason Jones on the campus
residence halls

Military Industrial
Complex in line. But
the real question is, is
it in line?"
On another note. PMC contractors are not nearly as overt
as regular G.l.s in the field; they
are decidedly more low key.
This is used to the military's
advantage; contractors are often
used as operatives in sticky situations wherein regular soldiers
of the standard military would
attract unwanted notoriety.
Arguably, contractors are the
ideal stealth operatives for such
situations.
Due to their low profiles, most
of the general public is unaware
i if t he existence of t bese PMCs
in the Middle East Their deaths
and injuries do not add up to
the U.S. military casualties, and
the status of these contractors is
not typically announced on the
mainstream TV news. As of May
18.2007, at least 917 contractors
bad been killed in Iraq, and over
12.000 contractors bad been
wounded, according to The
New York Times. As of Sept. 7.
11,761 U.S. military soldiers bad
been killed in Iraq, and 440 were
killed in Afghanistan, according toantiwar.com. Needless
to say. PMC contractor casualties are significant as well. As
mentioned earlier, the military
enjoys the ghost-like status of
the contractors it employs.
Let's put the statistics aside.
Contractors are professional soldiers who are paid by their companies of employment to fight
for contract purchasers. When
taking the morality of this situation into focus, what is wrong
with hiring soldiers to fight for
one's cause? The concept of
the "soldier of fortune" is as old
as the existence of organized
military. Normal soldiers are
paid salaries by their governments, so why was Hiscnhower
so abhorred with business
takeover of professional soldiering? Is anything dysfunctional
with this profit-based military
system?
Regardless of any pro-war or
anti-war opinions or beliefs, the
idea of purchasing trained light
See LEV! | Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say
about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch

with us For letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new
comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in
210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission
guidelines at the bottom of this
page.

A real
debate, it
was not
JUSTIN PHILPOT i GUEST COLUMNIST

I wonder what debate, exactly.
Brian Kutzley thinks has been
stolen |"A real debate, it is not,"
Sept. III. My confusion stems
from a number of areas. Hirst,
Kutzley never defines what
lie means by "specific value
assumptions'' There are a

number of assumptions l can
make about what he means,
most of them unflattering and
bordering on hateful. But that
is my own perspective, and
certainly of little concern to
his overall point. 1 lowever,
when I have to guess what his
overall point actually is. misunderstandings and assumptions creep Into the discussion
between yourself, as author,
and myself, as reader. Best to
be clear at the outset.
I wonder too what Kutzley's
definition of a debate is. As
best as I can tell, a debate is
nothing mote than a structured discussion in which
opposing views are argued
or put up for consideration.
Without a clear understanding
of what he means by "specific
value assumptions," it's hard
to pin down, accurately, where
his "side" of the debate begins
and ends. Again, I'm left to
make it up on my own, and
my evaluation of his position
will no doubt be unacceptable
to him, for reasons that I'll
make clear shortly. Put simply,
I'm not entirely in agreement
with Kutzley that the point of
a debate is to leave all "convinced" that one side has won
overtheother. I think the
point is that the audience, and
even advocates of the opposing
viewpoints, make up their own
mind, based on the quality of
the argument presented.
I've made up my mind.
Kutzley's position is dangerous, ill-informed and largely
based on the overwhelming
assumption that popular referendums on social issues can be
used as an accurate evaluation
of specific conditions of the
lived experience of individuals
and groups. Kutzley makes
the point that nationwide
support of anti-gay marriage
amendments runs counter to
the position of the American
Cultural Studies program
here on campus, stating "the
American constituents seem to
have accepted the premise that
the I.GTB community is not,
in fact, a repressed minority
See JUSTIN | Page 5
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A few ideas for a successful
future, in school and beyond
JEFF FKHTELMAN I GUEST COLUMNIST

A dream worth having is a
dream worth fighting for. In
my three-plus years at the
University, I have noticed many
things about what it takes to
succeed. I have also noticed
many failures and what probably caused those failures. I
wanted to write this column not
to act like a know-it-all, but rather to share some of the things
I know will help you become a
better student, future job seeker
and just feel more confident
about school and life.

If you find yourself struggling
in class, blaming the professor because he or she "hates"
you, or partying more than you
study, you might want to continue reading. The first ingredient to work on is simple in words
but takes a valiant effort. Set a
goal, and not just the boring,
meaningless get good grades.
Find that thing you are passionate about. We all have a passion,
whether we think it or not. and
when we figure out thai passion.
run an extensive online search
of jobs in the field. You would be
surprised at what you will find.
Reach beyond just the school's
website by searching on (loogle
for jobs in any field.
When you start to find inter-

"Give the utmost respect to your professor
and the classes you are in. Don't think the
professor dislikes you for reasons outside of
your power..."
eslingjobs, read the job description, required credentials and
everything else in the description. Then keep searching. You
will soon notice a trend in that
particular field, be it degree
desired, good skills to have, etc.
Now the tough part: set a plan to
achieve this goal.
Some goals might not be
achievable this year or even
right after graduation, but continue building and never give
up - hard times always pay off,
believe me!
Now a more relevant tidbit,
give the upmost respect to your
professor and the classes you
are in. Don't think the professor
dislikes you for reasons outside
of your power, unfortunately, if
it is true, it could be you. I don't
mean to be blunt, but every so
often (once a month) evaluate
yourself, list your own flaws
and try to improve on them.
The most successful people
are ones who are modest about
I hem selves and know their own
strengths and weaknesses. Also,

stay as current as you can in the
class and if you ever feel lost, just
ask. That is what they devoted
their lives to; helping us learn,
utilize this amazing resource.
The next one is much easier
said than done, stay positive and
always remind yourself of your
goal. If your goal is a job, reread
the description to excite yourself
about the future possibilities.
My motto is, "If things are hard,
the outcome will be that much
sweeter. And, if someone else
has achieved this, so can I."
lastly, find the right friends.
I don't mean to disown your
friends if you think they are
bringing you down. Simply try
to find friends with the same
interests and motives, this game
of life will be much easier with a
partner. Good luck and always
persevere!
I'ichlelman is a senior majoring in finance and statistics.
Send resimnses to his column to

thenews9bgnews.com.
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print and get work done, it's
becoming more and more of
a brilliant idea to have closed
two of the largest labs on campus.
Also, I hope you are not a
Mac user, because the union
only offers PC's leaving you
to one of the small computers
placed intermittently throughout the Union, without printing capabilities. Of course, all
this being said, there are more
than a just these computer
labs on campus, but there is a
small problem, classes. With
the onset of another semester
you will be hard pressed to
walk into a computer lab and
to have happened to pick the
right time in yours and the
university's schedule to use
that lab.
Plus, with the locations often
hidden in the depths of buildings and would require a map
to find, its becoming increasingly difficult for students to
get their necessary technology
needs. This complicates matters especially seeing as most
students don't have time to go
into these labs during the day,
and need them once they have
closed.
So as the students continue
on their journeys throughout
the semester let us hope the
construction ends and labs
open. Easing the strain placed
on computer labs throughout
campus and on students who
are looking and paying their
university for these labs.

LEVI

"After waiting in
the half-hour line

From Page 4

to get in, then a
student has to walk

ersis not typically regarded as
being inherently evil, and it is
a legitimate form of business.
I lowever, Eisenhower warned
us HI the dangers of corrupting influence and ofsevere
military privatization. I'rom
his perspective, one might
visualize the eventual dissolving of standard militaries, and
heavy government reliance on
private military corporal ions
and security linns.
As history will tell, the commander of the warmakers is
the commander of the world.
Eisenhower sought to give
people an idea of the potential
havoc which a fully profitdriven war machine could
wreak on the world, and how
it would mangle the foundations ol freedom and liberty in
the free world.
Eisenhower gave us a
warning to keep the Military
Industrial Complex in line.
Hut the real question is, is it in
line?

through a maze of
computers whose
screens are blank..."
Hopefully, the next time
IT'S is thinking of closing
down two of the most used
labs on campus, they will take
the time to think about the
students before making this
decision. It would also be nice
if they considered the needs
of students who use Mac's or
students who have no personal
computers at all. and students
who need better working facilities to accomplish their work.
As the University becomes
more and more technologically oriented, lets hope that
ITS becomes more and more
student oriented.
/ lartman is a junior majoring

in history and political si II ™ i s
Send responses to this column to
thenews&3gnetvs.com.

Send responses m this column
totlieimvs@bgnews.com.
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JUSTIN
From Page 4
demographic hut instead a collection of individuals pursuing
deviant behaviors."
I low can this he construed as

anything other than restrictive,
inhibiting, marginalizing and
stigmatizing? kutzley'sargument here is an argument in
support of the recognition of the
fact, and it is a fact, historical
and otherwise, that "men and
women of alternative sexual
orientation'' arc "an underrepresented and highly victimized
demographic." Then he goes
on to equate men and women
seeking marriage rights and
equal access to drug addicts.
Yes. I think I can see what his
side of this debate looks like.
I'm a popular culture student,
so I'll make my point this way.
by way of an example. Tommy
l.ee (ones, working to recruit
Will Smith in the beginning of
the first "Men in Black" movie,
comments on the precarious
nature of knowledge. "Fifteen

GRANT
From Page 4
If admiring something ironically is mocking it, taking it
for the opposite of its intended
meaning, and sincerity is just
plain liking something, the
New Sincerity is a way to value
those things that seem too
ridiculous to actually enjoy.
Thorn provided an example
of l-vel Knievel. I le explains,
"if you look at the recent Andy
Samberg T lot Hod' movie
— there's all this ironic appreciation of livel that is kind of
contemptuous and ugly.,. but
on the other hand, IF.vell is
determined to do something

hundred years ago, everybody
knew the earth was the center
of the universe. I ivc hundred
years ago everybody knew the
earth was flat... Imagine what
you'll know'tomorrow."
People in this country
knew that women were too
emotional, too mercurial, too
stupid or too pure to engage in
politics. This was recognized
as truth, understood so well
that women didn't get the
vote in national elections until
1920. It was widely known in
the early 1980s that the only
people who got AI OS were gay
men. Three years ago it was
widely known that there were
weapons of mass destruction
in Iraq, kutzley's argument,
his accusation, is that because
people have voted against
gay marriage, it follows that
homosexuality is "known" to
lw a "deviant behavior." He
says that drug addicts are also
engaged in equitable deviant
behavior. Except, last 1 checked,
drug addicts could still get married. So can child molesters,
bank robbers, embezzlers, and
amazing — and the things
he did were amazing. I think
ultimately livel is pretty wonderful."
There are other examples.
Consider professional wrestling, the liand KISS or Prince.
All of these aforementioned
creative products are too
ridiculous, too otherworldly to
he taken literally — but at the
same time, there is genuine
value inside. You don't listen to
KISS and think "what a bunch
of idiots." Instead, you smirk
and think "this is awesome"
and you mean it.
Thorn admits that the
concept of New Si ncerity was
hatched by sitting around
with a group of friends when

"How can this be construed as anything
other than restrictive, inhibiting,
marginalizing and stigmatizing?"
even homosexuals - just not
to one another. I wonder then
if Kutzley's "specific assumed
value" here, buried under all of
this, is homophobia, a charge he
also levels, by implication, at the
nation as a whole.
"Entire departments at our
l Iniversity are based on value
assumptions that are controversial and sometimes even
contradictory." Welcome to college. Welcome to having your
personal values challenged.
And if 1 could add to Kutzley's
"lots and lots of reading." let me
suggest he consider these terms,
in no particular order, to help
him understand the debate that
seems so far out of reach for
him: gender, biological sex, gender roles, hegemony, representation, standpoint, identity, performance, feminism, sexism,
misogyny. These are just a few;

others will become apparent as
he continues forward with his
explorations. After all, debate
is most effective when both
sides understand and agree to a
vocabulary.
I agree with Kutzley on this
point;".. .changes should be
delivered by a fully educated
public in which the majority
acknowledges the validity of
the argument for change." And
because 1 agree, 1 ask him: What
do you mean by "fully educated" public? If the nature of his
argument is any indication, we
won't have one of those, if my
assumption of his meaning is
correct, for quite some time.
I'I i ill MII is a masters student
studying popular culture. Send
responses to his column to

dtenews@bgnews.com.
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"You don't listen to KISS and think what
a bunch of idiots.' Instead, you smirk and

PRIZESUDOKU

think 'this is awesome' and you mean it."
he was in college and goofing
off. At some point, Thorn was
asked if he was joking, which
he said they were — but not
in the sense that there was,
as Thorn puts it, "a butt of the
joke." It was at this point that
Thorn and his friends realized
they had discovered the New
Sincerity.
Thorn goes on to say. "I
think at its heart, part of what
|the New Sincerity] is about is
discarding the idea of cool' in

the favor of the idea for 'fun.'
The idea is to create something wonderful as opposed to
something reserved."
Ultimately, that's what
entertainment is for. This is
why we have things: To provide enjoyment, not to impress
others with how discriminating you are.
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Japanese prime minister resigns position amid controversy
By Joseph CoUman
The Associated Press

TOKYO - Weakened by scandal and failure at the ballot
box, Japan's prime minister
announced yesterday that he
was quitting after only a year in
office, bowing out amid a politi
cal brawl over the country's aid
to U.S. led forces in Afghanistan.
Shinzo Abe surprised members of his party and even his
own Cabinet by deciding to
resign only days after he pledged
to stake his government on the
success of legislation to extend
Japan's naval mission in the
Indian Ocean.
The nationalist Abe, whose
government was severely damaged by a string of scandals and
his party's loss of control of the
upper house of parliament in
July elections, said someone
more politically viable should
shepherd the Afghan measure
that the opposition is trying to
scuttle.
"I decided a quick decision
was necessary, and that a further
delay would cause political confusion,'' he said during a nationally televised news conference.
"I find myself unable to keep

my promises — I myself have
become an obstacle to fulfilling
those promises."
Abe, at 52 the country's
youngest postwar prime minister, listed the election defeat
and an opposition leader's
refusal to meet with him earlier
i n t he day as signs t hat he cou Id
no longer lead. Chief Cabinet
Secretary Kaoru Yosano said
health concerns also contributed to Abe's decision, but
refused to provide details.
It was clear, however, that
Abe's unpopular government
had become a liability for the
ruling liberal Democratic Party,
which is facing increasing calls
from the resurgent opposition to
hold early elections for the powerful lower house of parliament.
1'our of Abe's Cabinet ministers have resigned in scandals.
including one who quit this
month just a week after being
appointed. An agriculture minister committed suicide over a
money scandal in May.
"It appears Abe finally cracked
under the psychological pressure," said F.iken Itagaki, a political analyst. "I le stalled in trying
to save his government after the
election defeat, and now time
has run out."

A tabloid also has been threatening to publish an article alleging Abe dodged inheritance
taxes, Kyodo News agency
reported late Tuesday. Abe's
office denied the allegation, the
report said.
Abe, whose support ratings in
opinion polls had sagged toabout
30 percent, did not announce a
date for his departure.
The Liberal Democratic Party
said it would use a streamlined
election process to choose his
successor as party president,
reportedly on Sept. 19. The
parly leader is guaranteed election as prime minister because
the party controls parliament's
lower house.
Some party lawmakers urged
the return of Abe's charismatic
predecessor, Junichiro Koizumi.
"Calls for Koizumi were the
loudest," parliament member Masahiko Shibayama told
reporters after a meet i ng of some
ruling party legislators. Kyodo
said at least 31 party lawmakers signed a petition calling for
Koizumi's return.
But lawmaker Gaku Ishizaki
told TV Asahi that the former
premier had so far rejected the
idea of returning to power,
Abe's former foreign minister,

T'aro Aso, was widely viewed as
the front-runner. Aso, a conservative who while serving as foreign minister angered China by
calling it a military threat, said
it was too soon for him to comment.
The leadership change comes
just as the government has
opened its battle in parliament
over the Indian Ocean naval
mission, which the opposition
has vowed to defeat.
Japan's navy has been providing fuel for coalition warships in the Indian Ocean since
November 2001 under an antiterrorism law that has already
been extended three times. The
legislation is a key issue before
the special parliament session
that opened Monday.
Although polls show public opinion is split on the issue,
the government should eventually be able to push through the
legislation because the Liberal
Democrats control the lower
house, which can override a "no"
vote by the upper house.
The United States has turned
up the pressure on Japan
to extend the mission. U.S.
Ambassador Thomas Schieffer
met with officials earlier yesterday.

Putin names 'better suited' prime minister for coming election
By Lynn Berry
The Associated Press

MOSCOW — President Vladimir
Putin chose a little-known government official to become
Russia's new prime minister
yesterday, a surprise move that
set off fevered speculation over
whether loyal technocrat Viktor
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Zubkov was being groomed to
replace Putin next spring.
The move came a few hours
after Putin dissolved the Cabinet
of his long-serving prime minister. Mikhail I'radkov, saying he
needed to appoint a government
better suited to the election campaign and to "prepare the country for life after the elections.
The nomination of Zubkov,
who has overseen investigations
into suspicious financial transactions, caught much of thepoliticaJ
elite off guard, which appeared to
be Putin's intention.
Most observers said they did
not see Zubkov as Putin's successor, but rather as a caretaker
prime minister, perhaps to be
replaced closer to the March

presidential vote. Others said
they considered his appointment
a signal of Putin's intention to
retain control after he leaves the
presidency.
In promoting Zubkov, whose
nomination could beapproved by
the lower house of parliament as
soon as tomorrow, Putin showed
he is still calling the shots.
The plucking of Zubkov from
relative obscurity reminded
many Russians of Putin's own
ascension to power, which
began when former President
Boris Yeltsin suddenly named
him prime minister in August
1999. After the Kremlin secured
control over the lower house of
parliament in elections the following December, Yeltsin again

shocked the nation by stepping down on the last night
of the year and naming Putin
acting president.
"Here the entire nation is
trying to guess who Zubkov
is — a technical prime minister or something else? It was
the same situation with Putin,"
said Boris Nadezhdin, a leader
of the liberal Union of Right
Forces party.
Some speculated Zubkov
would succeed Putin as a
caretaker president, allowing Putin to return in 2012 or
sooner, Zubkov, who turns 66
on Saturday, is considerably
older than most Russian political leaders.

DAVID GUTTENFEIDER
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GOODBYE: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe speaks at a nationally televised press
conference in Tokyo yesterday

Ebola virus is the number one
killer of gorillas in recent years
By Erica Bulman
The Associated Press

GENEVA — The most common type of gorilla is now
"critically endangered." one
step away from global extinction, according to the 2007
Red list of Threatened Species
released yesterday by the World
Conservation Union.
The Ebola virus is depleting
Western Gorilla populations to
a point where it might become
impossible for them to recover.
Commercial hunting, civil
unrest and habitat loss due to
logging and forest clearance for
palm oil plantations are compounding the problem, said the
Swiss-based group known by its
acronym IUCN.
"Great apes are our closest
living relatives and very special
creatures," Russ Mittermeier.
head of lUCN's Primate
Specialist Group, told The
Associated Press. "We could fit
all the remaining great apes in
the world into two or three large
football stadiums. There just
aren't very many left."
In all, 16,306 species are
threatened with extinction,
188 more than last year, IUCN
said. One in four mammals are
in jeopardy, as are one in eight
birds, a third of all amphibians
and 70 percent of the plants that
have been studied.
"Life on Ivarth is disappearing
fast and will continue to do so
unless urgent action is taken,'1
the IUCN warned.
The Western Gorilla's main
subspecies — the Western
Lowland Gorilla — has been
decimated by the Ebola virus,
which has wiped out about a
third of the gorillas found in
protected areas over the last
15 years.
"In the last 10 years, Ebola is
the single largest killer of apes.

Poaching is a close second," said
Peter Walsh.amemberiflUCN's
Primate Specialist Group, told
the AP. "Ebola is knocking down
populations to a level where
they wont bounce back. The
rate of decline is dizzying. If it
continues, we'll lose them in 1012 years.''
Female gorillas only start
reproducing at the age of 9
or 10 and only have one baby
about every five years. Walsh
said even in ideal conditions, it
would take the gorillas decades
to bounce hack.
The World Conservation
Union also said the Yangtze
River dolphin is now "possibly
extinct.'' There have been no
documented sightings of the
long-snouted cetacean since
2002. An intensive search of
its habitat in November and
December proved fruitless but
more searches are needed as
one was possibly spotted in
late August.
The Redheaded Vulture
soared from "near threatened"
to "critically endangered." The
birds' rapid decline over the
last eight years is largely due to
diclofenac, a painkiller given to
ill or injured farm cattle so they
can still work. But the substance
poisons the vultures when they
scavenge livestock carcasses.
Only 182 breeding adults of
the Gharial crocodile remain,
down almost 60 percent from
a decade ago. India and Nepal's
crocodile has become critically endangered because dams,
irrigation projects and artificial
embankments have reduced its
habitat to just 2 percent of its
former range.
The woolly-stalked begonia
is the only species declared
extinct this year. Extensive
searches have failed to
uncover any specimens of the
Malaysian herb in the last century, IUCN said.
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Students!
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■Get 2 Big Boys|
II
FOR $399
Present this coupon to
purchase two Big Boy®
sandwiches for $3.99.
Dine-In, Carry-Out or
Drive-Thru. Not valid
with other discounts or
offers. Limit 4 sandwiches
per visit. Valid Only at
Bowling Green locations.
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Thome slugs No. 499, White Sox take down Tribe

MEN'S GOLF
Ladwig earns MAC
Player of the Week
honors
BG men's golfer Andrew
Ladwig received the MidAmerican Conference Player
of the Week award this week
after a first place finish at the
Purdue Midwest Shootout
and a third place finish at the
John Piper Intercollegiate.

SWIMMING
Swimming and
diving team
announces 2007-08
schedule
The team will host three MidAmerican Conference meets

CHICAGO — Jim Thome hit
his 499th homer and drove in
three runs to lead the Chicago
White Sox over the Cleveland
Indians 7-4 yesterday.
After flying out to shallow
right in his first at-bat, Thome
drove a 2-0 pitch from lake
Westbrook out to right field
leading off the fourth inning to
give the White Sox a 2-1 lead. It
was his 27th of the season.
Thome homered in three
straight games last week, hitting No. 498 off Minnesota's
luan Rincon on Sunday.
The White Sox, already eliminated from the playoffs, ended
a three-game skid and snapped
AL Central-leading Cleveland's
four-game winning streak.
Thome has battled injuries
this year, missing 30 games
after earning AL Comeback
Player of the Year honors last
season with 42 homers and
I07RBIS.
The 37-year-old designated
hitter came up in the fifth with

the bases loaded and one out
and sent a broken-bat single
into right on Westbrook's first
pitch to drive in two runs,
Thome singled again with
two outs in the seventh and
Paul Konerko drove him in with
his 29th homer, a shot that was
disputed by the Indians, who
thought the ball went wide
of the foul pole in left. After
huddling up in the infield, the
umpires ruled it fair.
lavier Vazquez (12-8) won
for the first time in four starts,
striking out nine and giving
up two runs, one earned, and
six hits. I le struck out six in a
row and eight of 10 over one
stretch.
luan Uribe also hit his 19th
homer for the White Sox.
Westbrook (5-9) gave up
five runs, four earned, and
seven hits in six innings. Grady
Sizemore and Victor Marline/
had RBI singles.
Notes: A former Indian.
Thome has hit six homers

BRIAN KERSEY

AP PHOTO

ALMOST THERE: Jim Thome hit his 499th home run yesterday He also had three I II in the White So* 7-4 win over the Indians.

against his former club and and Franklin Gutierrez hit
three against Westbrook. ... fifth for Peralta. ... Cleveland's
T home's wife and father were Asdrubal Cabrera singled in
among family members sit- the first Wednesday to extend
ting just behind home plate. ... his hitting streak to 11 games.
Indians 1)11 Travis llafner and ... Scott Podsednik started in
SS Ihonny Peralta got days off. center field lor Chicago for the
Ryan Garko hit third for Hafner first time since 2005. ... White

Sox pitching coach Don Cooper
said Tuesday's starter, rookie
lohn Danks, likely won't start
again this season, and may not
pitch in a game at all. Danks
lasted just 2 2-3 innings in his
last start after a 10-day rest.

Golfers
show '
consistency
at
Brickyard

Undefeated Falcons

at Cooper pool and will also
compete in the Ohio State
Invitational in December.

ONLINE
BG News sports
blog
Be sure to check out the BG
News sports blog to get more

By M.-itt Schoolcraft

coverage on all of your favor-

Reporter

ite BG teams. Visit
bgnewssports.blogspot.
C0O1.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1991—A 55-ton concrete
beam falls in Montreal's
Olympic Stadium.
1973-Congress passes and
sends a bill to President Nixon

>EllA

BREAKING AWAY: BG fly-half Ntclt Vivian, (with ball) stiff arms an Ohio State opponent during a game last weekend BG would go on to win the game 25- 5 at hom € over

i

■

■

OSU

to lift football's blackout.
1971-TheWorid Hockey
Association forms.
1883—Hugh Daily, a onearmed pitcher for Cleveland
(Forest City), tosses a 1-0 no-

BG Rugby handles Buckeyes at home
By Chris Volotchuk
Assistant Sports Editor

hitter against Philadelphia.

The List
The MLB season is heading
down the home stretch, so
we're listing five of the top
candidates for the American
League Cy Young award.

1. John Lackey
(Angels)-He was one of
the front runners earlier this
year, but has been surpassed
by the other guys on this list.
He's 16-8 with a 3.18 ERA

2. Chien-Ming
Wang (Yankees)-

last weekend, the BG club rugby
team added to their currently
undefeated record in an important pair of games against Ohio
State at home.
The "A" and "B" teams handled the Buckeyes, 23-3 and 5115, respectively. A large crowd of
around 500 people came out to
watch the games. The Falcons Oswalt record for the fall season is 9-0.
FOr the "A" side, the game resembled more of a chess match than a
rugby game. It was move-countermove, but in the end the Falcons
were able to capitalize on OSU mistakes, while OSU couldn't do much
of anything.
The Falcons kicked more in

the match than at any other time
in recent memory. According to
coach Roger Mazzarella. they had
to match up their strengths with
the Buckeyes' weaknesses.
"It takes a club like the Buckeyes
a long time to move up the field."
Mazzarella said. "Making them
have to cover as much ground as
possible takes a lot of time and
increases the chance of a turnover error."
When nmiover op|x>rtunities
presented themselves, mainly
poorly set OSU formations, Bankers Ryan Bonek and Mark Viviani
and prop Bryce Pitney were there
to get the ball back.
BG was able to grind out the first
half and head into the break with a
6-0 lead. It was a lead they'd never
relinquish.

After increasing their lead to 9- Mazzarella said the team was kx)k
0 in the second half, scnim half ing forward to the match up for a
An It Williams passed to eight man long time.
Rich llines who then connected
"The guys haw been pointing to
with Pitney down the sideline for this game since it was put on the
a score.
schedule at the beginning of the
Freshman wing Nick Flynn set summer." Mazzarella said. "If we
up another score when he kicked can see that kind of commitment
the ball over the defense, setting week in and week out. we should
up a "kick and chase". The ball do pretty good Uiis year."
bounced perfectly, allowing Flynn
With an undefeated record, the
to get it back and dive into die team has a bull's-eye on their colend zone.
lective kick.
In a game and against a team
"The team has to realize that
that required a lot more kicking we've set ourselves up as the team
than nonnal for the Noons, fly half on die pedestal," Mazzarella said.
Nick Viviani came up big. Viviani "Everybody and their brother
successfully converted two penalty will be dogging us the rest of the
kicks to increase BG's lead.
season."
The team looked at the games
The Falcons will travel to
against the Buckeyes as two huge Michigan this Saturday to take on
contests for the BG rugby program. the Wolverines.

His strikeout totals are super
low (91). but he still gets the
job done (18-6.3.69 ERA).

3. Kelvim Escobar
(Angels)-At16-7witha
3.04 E.R.A. Escobar has flown
under the radar. He's been
great all season.

4. C.C. Sabathia
(Indians)-Sabathia leads
the AL in innings pitched
(220), and is 17-7 with a 3.15
E.RA His 185 strikeouts are
one of the AL's best.

5. Josh Beckett
(Red Sox)- Probably
the number one choice right
now. Beckett is 18-6 and has
paced the AL's best team.

Belichick apologizes to team, league over scanda
By Jimmy Gol«n
The Associated Press

FOXBOROUGH, Mass. — This
videotape needs no interpretation: New England Patriots coach
Bill Belichick walked out of his
news conference on Wfednesday
when pressed repeatedly about
the sideline spying scandal that
landed him on NFL commissioner Roger Goodell's crowded
docket.
Ten minutes before his regular
availability, Belichick issued a oneparagraph statement apologizing
to his team and confirming that
he has spoken to Goodell about
an "interpretation" of league
rules that ban videotaping of the
opposing sideline.
"Although it remains a league
matter, I want to apologize to

everyone who has been affected, most of all ownership, staff
and players," Belichick said.
"Following the league's decision, I
will have further comment."
It was not clear whether
Belichick was apologizing for
his actions or the distraction it
has caused his team as it prepares for Sunday night's marquee
game against San Diego. But if
he thought — or even hoped
— that the standing-room crowd
of media was there to talk about
the Chargers, he failed to prepare
in the manner that has made him
one of the most successful coaches in the history of the league.
Never one to relish his interactions with the media, Belichick
grimly refused to respond to a
half-dozen questions about the
scandal, possible punishments

and the potential effect on his
team. Begging for a football question, he seemed ready to abort
the news conference after just a
few minutes at the podium.
"Any questions about the
Chargers?" he pleaded in his
standard, other-things-to-do
monotone. "Want to talk about
the football game? If not, I think
that statement pretty much
covers it."
It appeared that there were
none, before one reporter asked
about Chargers running back
IaDainian Tomlinson.
The prospect of defending
against the reigning NFL offensive player of the year is not the
sort of thing that usually cheers
up opposing coaches.
See SCANDAL | Page 8

MICHAEIDWYER
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OOPS: Bill Belichick and the Patriots *eie
accused ol stealing opponents' signals

The women's golf team
showed consistency in
this week's
Brickyard
Invitational In Indianapolis,
Indiana, shooting a team
score of 318 on both days of
the tournament.
The tournament was held
at the Brickyard Crossing,
which is located adjacent
to the famous Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.
Coach Stephanie Young
focused heavily on her player's short game to prepare
them for the Brickyard.
"The course is pretty wideopen and the greens are
very challenging," Young
said.
Stepping up big for the
Falcons was senior lessica
McCann, who shot a twoday score of 151 (74, 77).
Her high level of performance over the two-day
tourney earned her a tie for
sixth place overall in the
tournament.
"I felt confident," McCann
said.

I knew what I needed to
do to improve my performance after competing in
the first tournament of the
year, she said.
Hannah Lambert had a
very impressive day two,
after shooting an 85 on day
one. Lambert cut her previous score drastically on the
final day of the tournament,
shooting her career low, 75.
"My second day I took it
hole by hole, and it helped
me stay out of my own
head." Lambert said.
Freshman Lauren Glew
had another impressive
individual performance,
tying Lambert with a two
day score of 160.
Senior Carly llrusovsky
shot a two-day score of 163
with Amanda Bader and
DeOnna Anderson close
behind (166, 167 respectively).
The Falcons finished
tenth overall in the tournament.
The team has over two
weeks to prepare for the
Nlttany Lion Invitational,
held at Penn State.
"Course management and
short game is what we'll continue to focus on," Young
said. "The conference is
extremely competitive and
we've got to give it 110
percent every single day
in practice so that we can
keep pace and improve our
standing."
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SCANDAL
From Page 7
Bill Bdichk'k smiled
"I think tin1 Chargers are a
concern. Their football team
is ,i concern. That's what we're
concerned about." he said.
"Whatever happens out there
Sunday night, out there on the
field, that's when everybody will
.make their statement"
After another 15 minutes of
football questions, though, the
Subject returned to the spying
scandal.
"Is there any other question
on the Chargers?" Belichick said
before walking out. "OK. Yep.
Hull's all. OK. Thank you."
NFL security
confiscated
a video camera and rape from
Patriots video assistant Matt
I slrella on Sunday when he Was
working on the New York lets'
sideline during New linglaiul's
.'ill-14 victory. The league has

confirmed thai it is investigating
whether the Patriots were taping the lets' defensive coaches
as they signaled to players on
the field.
lets coach l-ric Mangini, a
former Helichick assistant, also
declined to comment. Asked if
he had any knowledge of such
shenanigans while he was in
New F.ngland, he followed the
form of his mentor.
"As I said with this whole issue.
it's a league issue and they are
handling it." Mangini said. "And
we are really focused on the
Ravens."
Patriots players also tried to
focus on their game,
"I'm the last person in the
world to know any of that Stuff,
anyway," offensive lineman Matt
I ight said. "I could care less what
happens outside of my little
world."
Hut (ioodcll doesn't have that
luxury.
In a busy year for his misbchav-
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Travel
"#1 Spring Break Website! •» & 7
night trips to BahamaParlyCruise.
PanamaCify. Acapulco. Cancun and
more Low prices guaranteed Group
discounts for 8* Book 20 people.
gel 3 tree trips' Campus reps
needed
www.StudentCity.com or
800-2931445
Spring Beak 08 The Ultimate Party
Lowest prices www sunsplashtours
com 1-800-426-7710.
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free Call tor group
discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed1
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www ststravel.com

Services Offered
A Professional. Winning Resume
Will Be Yours....when Cleveland
Resume writes it1 Our powerful resumes will get you a job interview
guaranteed1 Call today for a free
consultation. (216) 916-0564 or
www clevelandresume com

lug minions, the commissioner
has already banned Tennessee
comerback Adam "Pacman"
(ones for the entire season after
repeated run-ins with police.
Atlanta quarterback Michael Vick
has been suspended indefinitely
while he faces a likely jail term for
his role in a dogfighting ring.
The Bengals had 10 players
charged with crimes during a 14month span, and both receiver Chris Henry and linebacker
Odcll Thurman are currently suspended. Cincinnati quarterback
Carson Palmer wants Goodell to
be consistent with his punishment, whether the offender is
wearing a uniform or not.
"Hopefully there's a harsh
enough penalty that it's not
worth it to try to cheat and try
to get any advantage that you're
not allowed to get," Palmer said.
"I hope the commissioner is just
as harsh on them as he's been
on individual players for making
mistakes."

Personals

Help Wanted

Mirage Salon 419-354-2016
Mention this ad and receive special
haircut prices on tirst visit only mens
clipper cuts S6. ladies hair cuts SI4,
and S10 oft highlights

Editor Positions Avail.-ible/S8 hr.
Our Perrysburg turn has part-time
in house positions available. You will
proofread and edit reports thai mystery shoppers submit online. Complete training provided. Computer experience and grammar skills required. Hours and days are flexible.
Mon-Sun, 9 am-9pm. Interested candidates please bring a resume and
apply in person at lntelliShop-28315
Kensington Ln. (43551) Please reler
to www intelli-shop.com
tor company info

Wanted
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail, for sublease. 1 male occup. lo
till vacancy ol 4 man apt Furn. S324
mo plus lit). Call Kyle 419-206-0985
Subleaser Needed
725 Ninth St. Apt 1 Pels allowed
Call Natalie 937-508-8125

Help Wanted
Child care needed Flex, schedule, in
our non-smoking Perrysburg home
Reliable transp. & ref req & must
like pets.
bethweststamps@yahoo com
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them, www AdCarClub.com
Goodwill is now hiring for all positions for our expanded location.
Wages start at S6.85 Open interviews will be held on Sept. 19th at
ihe retail store located at 1058 N
Main from 9-11a.m and 1-3 p.m
EOE
DOWNTOWN DELI LOOKING FOR
PART-TIME HELP Food experience
preferred but not required. Ability to
start immediately a plus. Call Becca
419-308-8984 or stop by Downtown
Sports Bar for appt

Babysitter for our 3 boys, ages 2. 4.
& 6 in our Monclova home. Email
paula@burgt@yahoo com w/ your
practical experience, availability &
contact info

BG Cafe

For a Great Homecoming,
Come live at Varsity Square!

4I9.3S4.9433
Fairvlew Plaza
1039 Haskins Rd.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Q//zfi#e£
FRIEOTILAPIA
PASTA FLORENTINE
FRIED SHRIMP
VEGETARIAN LASACNA
PECAN CHICKEN
CHOPPED SIRLOIN
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Gallivants
Billiards stick
Squabble
Lot measure
Actor Holbrook
Condition of life
Start of Evan Esar quip
More submissive
Fishing nets
Sailors assent
Relax
Dined
Facilitate
Part 2 of quip
City on the Tiber
Nutrition label tig.
Surgical line
Literary device
Beattieor Blyth
Poet Thomas
Ships" contents
The Common Mkt.

48
49
52
53
54
57
59
64
66
68
69
70
71
72
73
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Hoods' guns
Longing
Three, in Berlin
Stitched
Nimitz or Gould
Abu Dhabi, Dubai et at
Songstress Fitzgerald
Puts down
Put to a purpose
Stock character
Make off with
Shoshones
Flippant
Make sound
Word from a pro?
Norse saga
Type of poker
Writer Jong
Singer Jones
Love Italian-style
"Anatomy of a
Murder" co-star
"Luncheon on the
Grass" painter
Soviet labor camp
Muse of poetry
Principle
Luke's Jedi mentor

Liver spread
Part 3 ol quip
Site of Hannibal's defeat
Mauna__ volcano
Woodstock performer Joan
Fr. woman's title
Scouting groups
Fly
End ot quip
Dread
"_ Maria"
Theater award
Formal agreement
Word ot agreement
Large antelope

42
45
47
50
51
54
55
56
58
60
61
62
63
65
67

Simon 01 Young
Like warm weather
Garments
"Miss Saigon" setting, briefly
Spy Mata
Fabric stuffing
Declare
Emerald Isle
Auction milieu
Not taken in by
Stench
Related to yew?
Underworld river
Little one
Eden evictee
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•delivery availableHours: Ham • 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery llam-9pm Monday • Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Dining Services is Hinng
Kreischer Sundial-All Positions
Bowling Greenery-Servers.
Cook's Help, Office Assistant
Falcon's NestGeneral Food Service Workers
Founders Food CourtGeneral Food Service Workers
The Buffet @ CommonsGeneral Food Service Workers
McDonald DiningGeneral Food Service Workers

Spnng Break Reps Wanted Free
Travel & Cash www sunspiashtours,
Com 1-800-426-7710.

" Avail now. Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm. free internet cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325

Movie extras new opportunities lor
upcoming productions All looks
needed. No experience required for
casting calls Call 877-218-6224

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
FREE WEB/call 419-353-0325

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

2 BDRM house. 1 1/2 car garage
255 Manville - S650 ♦ util
Short term lease - no pets
419-352-8917

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks
419-352-7070
Undercover shoppers earn up to
Si50 per day Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments. Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed. Apply in person
at 465 W Oussell Or Maumee OH
43537.
Part time wait staff & bartenders
wanted. Apply at LaRoe's in Grand
Rapids. OH 419-832-3082

2 bdrm. apartments avail immed
Short term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots
of parking S400 mo & elec No pets
9 S 12 mo lease (419)392-3354

GOOD CONDITION
2 stereo speakers 36" S75 apiece
Call 419-352-7872

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740

StVHHf /T
For Rent
Breakfast. Lunch ^.Dinner All Day!
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For Sale

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Attention Part Time Work, St 5 25
base-appt. customer sales/service,
no exp. nee. conditions apply, all
ages 17+. call now 419-865-5150. or
apply on line at
www woikfoistudents.com
LIFEGUARD: FT or PT. Must have
current Lifeguard. CPR and First Aid
Certification. Varied hours. Primarily
afternoon and evening shifts Position will be year round employment.
Water Service Instructor Certification
preferred. Sunshine offers excellent
benetits, quality on-going training
programs, competitive wages and
potential lor growth Apply in person
at Sunshine Inc. of NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Fid.. Maumee OH
43537. Applications accepted Mon Fri.. 8am-4pm For more intormation
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www woik4sunshine oig _EOE
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t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

BG-Caf* It a full si-nk.
Family Restaurant. Home-made
mashed potatoes, cakes, pies, rolls
&. cornbread. Also, steak, chicken,
seafood s. pasta. A Golden Age
and Children's menu available.

I $2.00 off a Dinner Order i
I
(limit one per order)
I
I Expires Wed. Sept. 19 ■

Birch Run Golf Club
Oily 10 Mimitai from Camay*!
2 miles off I-75 Sooth «i

(S300 incl util) Ret. teach Share
house w/ prolessor/grad. stdt Lg.
older BG home. 4 bdrms. 2 w.b.f.p..
wood lot. out bldgs . Pymt neg Lv
msg 419-241-1200, ext 1214.

Next Year 08-09 School Year listing
avail also Jan. 08 units avail.
See CartyRentals com
FREE WEB/call419-353-0325
Sublet room 602 Wallace
S225 electric/heat split
419-494-5629

Norm Baltimore on St Ri 18

m

Studrnt ID Special:
WeeVday 18 Holes with cart

• Weekend 16" Holes with cart

Ipooi, §»

r

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t*J*

Cfcfct

1 Bedrooms:
Studios: Irom $309
1 Bedrooms: Irom $435

1045 N. Main 7B

Management Inc.

Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across tha street
S525/mont h Full Year Lease

C A, Petti
On Srta Lataidry
Prtvite (JTrrMCsTPitla
Short Term Lettei AvtH
418-362-7881

E>

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150
JJ

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
COG OrV TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

$

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!

2.00
Thursday

Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg.com
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